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candidate his position by winning several primary elections.A

enforced B enriched C intensified D consolidated 2. When he

realized he had been to sign the contract by intrigue, he threatened to

start legal proceedings to cancel the agreement.A elicited B excited C

deduced D induced 3. Shoes of this kind are to slip on wet ground.A

feasible B appropriate C apt D fitting 4. An obvious change of

attitude at the top towards women’s status in society will through

the current law system in Japan.A permeate B probe C violate D

grope 5. If you want this painkiller, you’ll have to ask the doctor for

a .A receipt B recipe C subscription D prescription 6.In some

countries, students are expected to be quiet and in the classroom .A

skeptical B faithful C obedient D subsidiary 7. Just because I’m to

him, my boss thinks he can order me around without showing me

any respect.A redundant B trivial C versatile D subordinate来源

：www.examda.com 8. His successful negotiations with the

Americans helped him to his position in the government.A contrive

B consolidate C heave D intensify9. A terrible traffic accident

happened. people were saddened when they watched the sight on

TV.来源：www.examda.com A panic B patriotic C pathetic D

periodic 10. Having finished their morning work, the clerks stood up

behind their desks, themselves.A stretching B extending C

prolonging D expanding 11.The lady in this strange tale very



obviously suffers from a serious mental illness. Her plot against a

completely innocent old man is a clear sign of .A impulse B insanity

C inspiration D disposition12. The wood was so rotten that, when

we pulled it, it into fragments.A broke away B broke off C broke up

D broke through 13. The club will new members the first week in

September.A enroll B subscribe C absorb D register14. For a

particular reason, he wanted the information to be treated as .A

assured B reserved C intimate D confidential15. The bond of true

affection had pulled us six very different men from six very different

countries across Antarctica. we proved in the end that we weren’t

very different .A for all B as usual C in particular D after all16. They

stood gazing at the happy of children playing in the park.A

perspective B view C landscape D scene 17. For many patients,

institutional care is the most and beneficial form care.A pertinent B

appropriate C acute D persistent18. All visitors are requested to with

the regulations A comply B agree C assist D consent19. Many

tourists were by the city’s complicated traffic system.A degraded B

bewildered C evoked D diverted 20.Many parties promised to the

contract to be signed to the following day.A keep with B tangle with

C adhere to D devote to 21. Although the body is made up of many

different tissues, these tissues are arranged in an 来源

：www.examda.com And orderly fashion.A intricate B initial C

internal D incredible 22.The Space Age in October 1957 when the

first artificial satellite was launched by the Soviet Union.A initiated B

originated C embarked D commenced23.We are doing this work in

the of reforms in economic,social and cultural spheres.A context B



contest C pretext D texture24.This movie is not for children to see. it

contains too much violence and too many love scenes.A profound B

valid C upright D decent25. Under the guidance of their teacher, the

pupils are building model boat by steam.A towed B tossed C

propelled D pressed 26.If you want to set up a company, you must

with the regulations laid down by the authorities.A comply B adhere

C confirm D accord 27. The Japanese scientists have found that

scents efficiency and reduce stress among office workers.A enhance

B amplify C foster D magnify28. The damage to his car was .

therefore, he could repair himself.A appreciable B negligible C

considerable D invisible 29. The designer has applied for a for his

new invention.A tariff B discount C patent D version 30. The

directors gave me his he would double my pay if I did my job well.A

warrant B obligation C assurance D certaintyKey for reference来源
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